FIRST IN MATH ®

Your child will benefit from
DEEP PRACTICE and learn
skills that last a lifetime.

Quick Start Steps
First in Math® activities employ Deep Practice techniques to
rapidly increase computation, problem solving, critical thinking
and essential math basics. Skills that may take months of regular
practice can be mastered in a much shorter time.

How First in Math® works…
First in Math®’s game-style activities provide immediate feedback. To ensure that students
engage in the amount of Deep Practice necessary for skill retention. Content ranges from
addition to complex algebra.
•

First in Math® intrinsically motivates children as they complete questions correctly.
Children accumulate individual stickers that earn recognition school-wide, state-wide
and nationwide.

•

Parents are encouraged to take an active role by encouraging their student to play
a few minutes each day to greatly increase their math skills, as well as their overall
academic confidence and performance.

1.

Go to: www.firstinmath.com
using your PA Cyber alphanumeric
username and password.

2.

Click, GO to begin.

3.

Select, help/FAQs directions to
learn how to play, increase your
ranking, and troubleshooting
each game.

4.

Select, Just The Facts and Gyms
in preview mode to practice.
Remember you are not earning
stickers.

5.

Select, Home to play Just The
Facts denoted by the +-x/
symbols or Gyms by the barbell to
earn stickers.

How First in Math® helps…
Increased accuracy on basic math facts.
•

Children will choose to engage themselves in their homework assignments.

After First in Math®…
Children using First in Math® have shown dramatic increases in math scores across the
board from the top students to the most math-challenged learners.
•

In a scientific study conducted by WestEd®, 72% of students using First in Math® agreed
with the statement “math lessons are fun.”
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For more information, please contact
academic.intervention@pacyber.org

